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Welcome Blog

Picots and stripes and red, red wool

I had a bit of a yarn-y weekend, so in order of progress....

I knitted the left front of the Slope Rib Cardigan Mark III,
joined the shoulder seams (using my standard crochet
joining method which results in a sturdy, but neat and
serviceable seam) and worked the little collar with its picot
edging.  As you can see from the above photo, it’s a little
wavy as yet, but I think it should flatten once the post-
completion wash is done.  I will be moving on to knit the
sleeves through the week.

But I felt like a bit of a change yesterday, so I set to work
on the second of what are turning out to be Mystery Socks. 
A mystery because I can’t for the life of me remember what
the yarn is!  I bought it in Ely, Cambridgeshire, in April this
year and knitted the first sock last month.  But I don’t seem
to have recorded anywhere what the yarn was, and have
mislaid the ball-band.  Although it looks rather Noro-esque,
it is not Noro but a cheaper, more “ordinary” brand. 
Actually, the yarn feels a lot nicer than Noro but don’t take
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that as any recommendation since I’ve never knitted with
Noro sock yarn, only felt it in the ball and been put off by
Ravelry comments about how harsh it is.

Still, whatever the yarn, it’s very pretty!

My other efforts over the weekend have been directed to
winding wool off cones and into balls.  I finished winding the
colourway Parrot that I’m using for the Slope Rib Cardigan
and made a start on the red, red wool - Grenadine.
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Add a Comment

Love this colour.  I am contemplating what to knit it up into. 
I need jumpers, but my eye is still being drawn to cardigans
and jackets.  Silly eye!!
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